tasting experience.

virgins.

welcome to
gumeracha

applewood native tea.

$5/pot

batch brew coffee.

$5

sparkling water.

$4

coffee is served black. milk & sugar available.

set high in the pristine
adelaide hills, in an old
industrial cold store built
in the early 1920s.
applewood distillery spirits
are handcrafted to reflect the
sites and soils we belong to.
for the lifestyle and culture
we enjoy in australia.

core.

$20

exploration.

$25

applewood australian gin
applewood navy gin
applewood coral gin
økar island bitter
carter’s original coffee liqueur
tonic water or soda water
2 std drinks.

applewood australian gin
applewood navy gin
applewood coral gin
applewood limited edition gin
økar island bitter
tonic water or soda water
3 std drinks.

wine.

cocktails.
wine by the glass.

ask our team for today's options. wine
on offer is dependant on season and
availability.

unico zelo tastings.

gain an insight into how and why the wines
are crafted. flight complimentary with wine
bottle purchase.
1.5 std drinks.

got a nerdy question
about the wines?
scan the qr code to ask
the winemakers directly
for further information
on the wines.

$ı0

$ı0

gin & tonic.

$ı2/$ı5

cello spritz.

$ı5

apple sour.

$ı5

espresso martini.

$ı8

your choice of applewood gin, tonic water.

unico cello, applewood australian gin,
harvest blanc de blancs, soda.

applewood navy gin, lemon, apple juice,
cassia bark.

carter's original coffee liqueur,
wattleseed vodka, cocktail coffee.

thank you
for visiting

we genuinely value every
opportunity to share our
story and champion unique
australian flavours.
being in a rural town, we rely
on our best customers telling
the rest of the world about
us. if you feel you’ve had a
remarkable experience, we
encourage you to share it with
your mates far and wide!

pricelist.
spirits.
$70
$70
$90
$90
$55
$60
$45
$35
$35

applewood australian gin
applewood coral gin
applewood navy gin
applewood limited edition gin
økar island bitter
økar gold outback liqueur
carter's original coffee liqueur
unico cello limoncello
unico mando mandarin liqueur

mixers.
$10

strange love tonics (4pk)

wines.
$35
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$25
$20
$20
$20
$20

unico yuzu - sweet vermouth
jade & jasper - fiano, riverland
esoterico - amber wine, riverland & clare valley
fresh a.f. - nero & zibibbo, riverland
truffle hound - nebbiolo, barbera, sangiovese,
clare valley
jungle jungle - dolcetto, clare valley
river sand - fiano, riverland
slate farm - fiano, clare valley
alluvium - fiano, adelaide hills
panda panda - fiano (off dry), adelaide hills
dreamer's creed - fiano (amber wine), adelaide hills
halcyon days - nero d'avola, riverland
mallee gambit - nero d'avola, clare valley
pipe dream - nero d'avola, adelaide hills
pastafarian - nebbiolo, adelaide hills
harvest blanc de blancs, adelaide hills
harvest sauvignon blanc, adelaide hills
harvest pinot gris, adelaide hills
harvest pinot noir, adelaide hills
harvest syrah, adelaide hills

merchandise.
$10
$35
$35
$40
$35
$80

applewood tea towel
applewood t-shirt
Økar t-shirt
carter's long sleeve
unico zelo ringer t-shirt
unico zelo red hoodie

packs.
$110 espresso martini pack
$200 applewood core pack
enjoy your wine here for a $10 corkage.
scan the qr code using the camera on your mobile.

*products subject to availability/seasonality

